ELEMENTARY HADRON STRUCTURE
This project seeks to further the understanding of hadron structure within the framework of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) and QCD based models. In the last funded period _veral significant findings have been obtained, As detailed in our recent published paper 2,6(at the end of . We also extended our use of duality by including t-channel vector K*(890) and pseudovector K*(1270) mesons. This work has been submitted for publication 5. We have also obtained preliminary results from utilizing the crossing feature of our model for the reaction p(K-,e+e-)Y and find that this reaction can provide important meaningful information about the kaon form factor in the time-like region.
Our results will not only impact upon ,CEBAF and SLAC but also the kaon factories (KEK, KAON). Further, the code rigorously respects unitary and gauge-invariance.
MEDIUM ENERGY PHOTONUCLEAR REACTIONS
During the last funded period we ported and vectorized our code on the local North Carolina Cray Y-MP supercomputer (we have submitted a grant and were funded for 125 hours of time by the North Carolina Supercomputer Center). We have completed and published 3,4 calculations (without exchange currents) for the ground and first excited state in 12C, which is not a closed shell nucleus, especially the 2+ excited state. We needed to use an extended multiparticle -multihole basis for the A=I 1 system and included the first 5 excited states in l lC and liB (1/2 i, 3/22, 5/2 i 3/22 7/2 i). The extended model calculation requires 48 channels for each jrr (again with a small radial mesh). Hence the calculation is tantamount to inverting a very large super matrix of the order 20,000 by 20,000 for each jrr at each energy. The_ calculations are still too taxing for our theory group computer (an IBM 320 reduced instruction set high speed workstation). However, with additional funding we believe we can upgrade our system to 'permit competitive runs with the Cray. This is important for improved productivity since we can c)nly u,_ the Cray at night.
In addition to 12C we have also analyzed 160( T, n)lSO medium energy data including A isobar exchange currents. We find A isobar effecLs tc)be quite important both above and below the A isobar threshold and that such effects are necessary to understand the data. We are in the process of publishing these findings. We have also performed polarization calculations for the i related reaction 16f)(p,T)lSN and based upon our results a proposal for beam time tc>do this ) een approved at the Svedberg Laboratory in Uppsala, Sweden. We are in the experiment has b • process of performing the A calculation for 12C now.
